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The ROPOS ROV and ROCOLS cable laying system of 
the Canadian Scientific Submersible Facility (CSSF) 
were key to both of these marine programs and 
without the skill, innovations and dedication of their 
staff we would not have achieved such success.

The next two months (October-November) will be 
required for detailed commissioning tests by ALSN, 
DMAS/NC, and for security issues by the navies. If 
all this remaining work can be coordinated and some 
remaining technical problems resolved, then NC hopes 
to have a public release of the data and imagery in 
late November. Doubtless, not all the instruments 
will work perfectly and will need repair or adjustment 
during the maintenance cruise in spring 2010. 

The last year and especially the last six months have 
involved intense planning, testing and installation 
involving all members of the NC team, many 
scientific teams, and collaborators, contractors, and 
consultants. There has been wide media and public 
interest in our progress and some of our stakeholder 
events and outreach activities are reported later in 
this issue.

While there is still a distance to go, at this point it 
is a delight to be able to report such a successful 
installation of the last major components of the 
NC cabled ocean observatory and ask that readers 
appreciate the amazing dedication and supreme 
effort made by so many to bring this phase nearly to 
completion. 

Director’s Report 
by Chris Barnes

The NEPTUNE Canada cabled ocean observatory is 
now almost completely installed and is soon to be 
commissioned!

Alcatel-Lucent Submarine Networks (ALSN) completed 
a successful installation of the five nodes and the 
additional trawl resistant frame (TRF) at Middle Valley 
in July through late August. Using the cable ship C/S 
Lodbrog and the support research vessel R/V Atlantis, 
a 13-tonne node/TRF was carefully lowered at each 
site, ranging from 100-2660 metres water depth. 
Peter Phibbs’s engineering team provided oversight 
and technical advice for NC in this highly complex 
technology development and deployment. A few 
extension cables and instruments were also deployed 
using some available time of the R/V Atlantis.

The main instrument installation took place from      
20 August - 20 September using the R/V Thompson, 
with Mairi Best as chief scientist on board. Most of 
the instrument platforms at four of the five node sites 
were successfully deployed; those at the Endeavour 
site will wait until the 2010 weather window. This 
followed huge efforts by Highland Technology and NC 
staff to complete the testing of the instruments and 
integrated platforms before their deployment. The 
Data Management and Archive System (DMAS) team 
under Benoît Pirenne has worked tirelessly to develop 
all the necessary software control systems that will 
ensure data delivery involving the instruments, 
shore station and NC data centre at the University of 
Victoria (UVic).

Chris Barnes stands beside a NEPTUNE Canada node and TRF 
at the launch event 3 July 2009
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On 3 July 2009, federal and provincial government 
officials and funding agency representatives, 
scientists, industry partners and collaborators, 
media, and UVic and NC staff gathered at the 
Esquimalt Graving Dock in Victoria, B.C. to kickoff 
the final phase of installation for the NC project.  

Berthed dockside and showing the scale of the 
installation were the C/S Lodbrog, equipped with a 
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and loaded with the 
Middle Valley trawl resistant frame (TRF), and the 
R/V Atlantis, hosting the ROPOS ROV.

It was an exciting opportunity for the 200 guests 
to see the 13-tonne nodes, TRF’s, and some of the 
instruments up close before they were installed on 
the ocean floor in water depths between 100 and 
2660 metres and to witness a demonstration of how 
the C/S Lodbrog lifts the TRF from the rear deck of 
the ship and lowers it to the sea.

As guests enjoyed refreshments and speeches the 
C/S Lodbrog crew members prepared to set sail to 
commence the first phase of the installation with a 
TRF at Middle Valley.  This initial deployment provided 
an opportunity for the installation crews to work out 
any bugs in their procedures prior to the installation 
of the remaining five full science nodes. The C/S 
Lodbrog and R/V Atlantis departed on 3 July 2009.

Final Installation Launch Emperor and Empress of Japan 
On Sunday 12 July 2009, their Majesties the 
Emperor and Empress of Japan toured exhibits of the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the 
NEPTUNE Canada Project and in particular examined 
NC’s Vertical Profiler System (VPS) during a visit to 
the Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS), Sidney, B.C.  
The Emperor is a marine biologist with an interest 
in the taxonomy of particular fish of the western 
Pacific.

Chris Barnes, Project Director along with Mairi Best, 
Associate Director Science, and Richard Thomson, 
DFO Scientist working with NEPTUNE Canada, 
provided a tour and presentation of the $1M VPS, 
built for the NEPTUNE Canada ocean observatory by 
the Japanese company, Nichiyu Giken Kogyo (NGK).

The VPS is a dream instrumented platform for 
scientists, repeatedly profiling 400 metres of the 
water column and providing continuous real-time 
data on a range of oceanographic parameters 
including: temperature, salinity, currents, nutrients, 
CO2, fluorescence, light and plankton.  The VPS will 
help scientists to better understand the timing and 
intensity of spring blooms as well as other linkages 
that drive change in coastal ocean processes.

C/S Lodbrog demonstrates how the nodes and TRF’s are lowered 
to the ocean for installation - 3 July 2009

R/V Atlantis, at the Esquimalt Graving Dock, loaded with 
ROPOS ROV for installation - 3 July 2009

Mairi Best, NEPTUNE Canada chief scientist, explains how the VPS 
works to their Majesties the Emperor and Empress of Japan

Majesties the Emperor and Empress of Japan arrive 
at IOS, Sidney, B.C. - 12 July 2009
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On the 25 August 2009 the final NC node was deployed 
at Endeavour ~300km off shore in 2323m of water 
concluding installation of the core infrastructure.  
In the following months commissioning and final 
acceptance of this system will take place.

The infrastructure was provided by our contractor 
Alcatel-Lucent Submarine Networks (ALSN) after four 
years of design, development, assembly and testing; 
it includes:

•  Power feed equipment at our shore station in 
Port Alberni

•  An 800-km backbone cable with repeaters, 
branching units, and spur cables installed in fall 
2007

•  Nodes within TRF’s at 5 sites of scientific interest 
– Folger, ODP 889, Endeavour, ODP 1027, 
Barkley Canyon and a TRF at Middle Valley to 
accommodate a node when additional funds are 
secured.

Infrastructure Installation Complete
by Peter Phibbs, Associate Director, Engineering & Operations

ALSN’s contractor, L-3 Communications MariPro 
in Santa Barbara, California, assembled the nodes 
undertaking extensive subassembly tests and tank 
tests for each node. After completion of the factory 
acceptance tests, each node was matched to its 
flotation and balanced to sit level in the water.  
The nodes were then shipped to Victoria, B.C. for 
final testing and assembly into the trawl resistant 
frames dockside by ALSN with support from Victoria 
Shipyards. Once assembled and tested each node 
complete with TRF was loaded onto the C/S Lodbrog 
for installation.

While the C/S Lodbrog returned to port for the 
subsequent node, the R/V Atlantis and ROPOS were 
completing final inspection of the next node site, 
ground rope, and spur cable so that when the C/S 
Lodbrog arrived on site they were able to start 
grapnel runs to recover the ground rope and spur 
cable immediately. Once the C/S Lodbrog had the 
spur cable on board, preparations for cutting the 
spur to length and splicing it to the cable termination 
assembly in the TRF commenced. During and after 
splicing, the shore station would power and test the 
node to ensure the splice was satisfactory.

The Endeavour node is landed on the ocean fl oor on 
25 August 2009

The Barkley Canyon node begins its journey to 
the ocean fl oor, 650 metres down

The Barkley Canyon node enters calm waters for 
descent to the ocean fl oor

Node and TRF attached to C/S Lodbrog A-frame 
ready for lowering
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Lowering the node and TRF into position required 
benign sea conditions. Once the captain of the C/S 
Lodbrog was satisfied that everything was ready, 
the cable ship would move ahead to lower the splice 
into the water and put some tension on the cable, 
and then the TRF would be lifted by the A-frame and 
lowered into the water.  ROPOS followed the TRF 
to the seabed from the R/V Atlantis, while the C/S 
Lodbrog slowly moved ahead to keep tension on the 
cable and stop the TRF from spinning. When the TRF 
approached the seabed, ROPOS would undertake a 
final check of the landing site before the C/S Lodbrog 
lowered the TRF into position.

When the TRF and node were on the seabed, and 
before the rigging was released, the shore station 
would power and test the node again. These tests 
included ROPOS plugging a Junction Box (JB) into each 
science port in turn and the shore station establishing 
communications. Following completion of testing, the 
rigging was released and the C/S Lodbrog returned 
to Victoria to collect the subsequent node. Each node 
deployment and testing took about one week.

The only change in plan during the infrastructure 
installation was that the Endeavour node had to 
be installed about 3km from its originally planned 
location. Further survey at the planned site revealed 
that the site was smaller than desirable, and that the 
volcanic seabed along the cable route into the site was 
hostile. ALSN and NC combined to do an extensive 
survey of the area, and eventually agreed that there 
were no suitable sites closer to the ridge. The node 
was installed at the closest suitable sedimented site. 
This change in site will require additional work in 
preparing extension cables to access the sites of 
scientific interest which will be installed next year 
along with Endeavour instrumentation.

A variety of issues emerged during installation 
including a ground resistance anomaly at the Middle 
Valley branching unit, an unrelated power stability 
question, and a problem that emerged during the 
installation of the ODP 889 node related to an 
underwater mateable connector. Paths forward for 
each of these issues will be defined in the next few 
weeks.

Infrastructure Installation Complete (continued)
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The last year and especially the past few months have 
been extremely busy with testing and preparations of 
a wide variety and complex array of instrumentation 
to be connected to the core infrastructure on the 
ocean floor.  A total of 12 instrument platforms 
and 75 scientific instruments, plus their associated 
extensions, were assembled and put through various 
phases of testing at UVic’s Marine Technology Centre 
(MTC) under the direction of Reece Hasanen, NC 
Instrument Manager, with critical support from the 
science teams, Highland Technology, and the NC 
DMAS team.

In mid-June, a second set of tests on the vertical 
profiler system were conducted using a new set of 
angled blue bumpers, one of several fixes the NGK 
engineers applied to the VPS following the testing in 
March. During the preliminary tests, the old bumpers 
were snagging the base of the instrument float during 
docking. This problem has now been solved, as long 
as the VPS platform sits on a fairly flat (slopes less 
than 8°) seafloor location. NGK optimized the cable 
winch motor speed settings and installed a cable 
guide on one of the pulleys. It also attached two new 
sacrificial anodes, bringing the total count to eight.

In July ‘Wally’ the autonomous crawler which will 
help researchers study methane flux variations and 
gas hydrate dynamics at the Barkley Canyon hydrate 
outcrops by collecting data on temperature, salinity, 
methane content and sediment characteristics, 
arrived for its final round of integration-testing 
before being deployed at Barkley Canyon.   Together 
with researchers at Jacobs University, Bremen, who 
created the crawler, NEPTUNE Canada is actively 
developing plans to improve navigation and record 
spatial data. Key challenges are to ensure that Wally 
travels along defined routes and keeps within the 
70-metre radius permitted by its connecting cable. 

Controlled Source Electro-Magnetic (CSEM) 
Experiment

This experiment will send electromagnetic signals 
through the seafloor via a transmitter. The signals will 
be detected by a series of 5 receivers strung along 
a 1000m cable (see below). The recorded signals 
will be analyzed for subtle changes in resistivity of 
sediments between the transmitter and receivers. 
Such variations can indicate distribution and evolution 
of gas hydrates hidden beneath the seafloor.

University of Toronto scientists, Nigel Edwards, Reza Mir and 
Shuquing Li untangle cables in preparation for installation of the 

CSEM experiment 

Seafloor Compliance (SFC) Experiment

This related experiment will use the seafloor 
compliance method to monitor changes in the 
stiffness of the hydrate zone. The seafloor responds 
subtly to pressure variations caused by waves at the 
sea surface. This motion can be detected by a high-
precision gravity meter. Simultaneously, pressure 
changes are continually measured by a differential 
pressure gauge (DPG). Over time, data gathered 
by these instruments can provide insight into the 
composition and evolution of gas hydrate deposits.

University of Toronto graduate student Lisa Roach 
helps prepare the seafloor compliance gravimeter  
12 August 2009. Lisa’s thesis focuses on use of the 
seafloor compliance method to study the Bullseye 
Vent at ODP 889. 

Final Instrument Testing, Preparation, and Installation
by Mairi Best, Associate Director, Science 

In August, collaborators from the University of 
Toronto joined our team at MTC to assemble and test 
two instrument packages to be used for two unique 
experiments which will investigate gas hydrate 
deposits beneath the seafloor at ODP 889; the 
Controlled Source Electro-Magnetic (CSEM) and Sea 
Floor Compliance (SFC) experiments. Lisa Roach, graduate student from the University of Toronto helps 

prepare the seafl oor compliance gravimeter

Reece Hasanen, NC scientifi c instrument manager tests
 ‘Wally’ the crawler in waters near IOS in Sidney, B.C.
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On 22 August 2009 the R/V Thompson set sail 
fully loaded - along with captain and crew, ROPOS 
specialists, and NC scientists, technicians, staff, and 
graduate students to begin installation of the many 
diverse and complex instruments that will very soon 
bring us a transformative way of better understanding 
our ocean environment. Plans are to install 12 
instrument platforms and their satellite instruments 
(including extensions), 75 science instruments in 
total, across 41 sites.

Reporting on 14 September 2009, with 6 days 
remaining in our cruise, we are happy to say we 
have successfully installed the bulk of our slated 
instruments, platforms and cables. The ship’s deck 
is looking quite empty compared to its jam-packed 
state when we first set sail. The feverish pace of our 
installation operations continues day and night, with 
ship, ROPOS, NC and visiting technicians working 
together to get everything in the water. 

  

In addition to NC staff and contractors, our shipboard 
team now includes instrument specialists from 
Dalhousie University (Doug Schillinger and Richard 
Cheel), the GSC’s Pacific Geoscience Centre (Bob 
Meldrum), and Jacobs University Bremen, Germany 
(Michael Hofbauer and Maik Dressel); and graduate 
students from UVic (Kathleen Robert), Royal Roads 
University (Natalie Bowes), the University of Toronto 
(Reza Mir) and RMC/RCN (Daniel Roy).

All Aboard - Instrument Installation 

NC contractors, Jason Williams and Jonathan Lee 
prepare Wally for deployment                   

NEPTUNE Canada staff Murray Leslie and Dwight Owens in the         
operations room aboard the R/V Thompson

Doug Schillinger and NC contractor Jason Williams adjust rigging 
on Barkley benthic pod prior to deployment 

‘Wally’ connected to ROPOS ready for installation

Vertical Profi ler System on the ocean fl oor
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Aboard the R/V Thompson, the ROPOS command 
center is also communications central. 

While the ROV pilots operate their state-of-the-art 
sub 2600m below the ship (Whistler is 2182m above 
sea level), a whole network of people, both on the 
ship and on land watch and participate in the dive. 
VHF radios, ship’s telephone, satellite telephone, 
and two satellite Internet networks are buzzing 
with communications. We are emailing, Skype-ing, 
Tweeting, blogging, and broadcasting real-time 
digital video. 

As work progresses, chief scientist Mairi Best 
collaborates directly with engineers, scientists and 
our shore station, all via Skype, troubleshooting 
issues in real-time as they watch the dive video 
streaming over the Internet.

Weather and technical complications have made things 
challenging at times and forced some ‘to be expected’ 
changes to the schedule.  For an updated ‘Summer 
Calendar’ and to follow our current ‘Installation Blog’ 
go to our home page at http://neptunecanada.ca/ 

Biased Towards Biology - Kathleen Robert, SEOS 
Graduate Student, University of Victoria 

At the dock, I saw the R/V Thompson being loaded 
by its crew, the ROPOS team installing their 
equipment, and the scientists finalizing the upcoming 
deployments.  But, from the first days at sea, these 
group distinctions were no more - I worked long hours 
and shared many good meals with enthusiastic people 
from varied backgrounds. Despite the traditional lack 
of sleep accompanying any such endeavours, through 
this concerted effort, this cruise has kept moving 
along regardless of difficulties.  

Personally, my interest on this voyage was always 
biased toward biology, and there have been some 
amazing wildlife sightings such as: white-sided 
dolphins accompanying a ROPOS ascent, octopi 
guarding our instruments and strange looking sea 
cucumbers commonly referred to as sea pigs.  This 
project offers amazing opportunities for deep-sea 
studies and science, which is in the best interest 
of us all, and I am glad to have had the chance to 
participate in this incredible experience.  

Historic Expedition - Natalie Bowes, MEEC Graduate 
Student, Royal Roads University

When I boarded the R/V Thompson it felt like I was 
stepping out of my world and into another, a world 
where science geeks rein supreme. I was going to 
spend a month with a dedicated team, watching over 
a decade’s worth of planning and engineering come 
together to start the next chapter in ocean science 
and discovery.

I marvel at the teamwork that is going on around me to 
make the dream of a cabled oceanographic network a 
reality. Every person onboard, and participating from 
afar, is making this project possible. The scientists 
and ship’s crew alike are spending their waking 
hours glued to high definition TV screens, holding 
their breath as the ROPOS team executes delicate 
manoeuvres. Sleep is work here; no one wants to 
miss a second of the action.

All of this work is for the betterment of humankind’s 
understanding of the ocean and I am so gratified to 
be a small part of such an historic expedition!

ROPOS crew members Keith Shepherd, Kim Wallace, Dan 
Cormany and NC contractor Jason Williams

ROPOS two arms, named ‘Yin’ and ‘Yang’, work together

ROPOS pilots Keith Tamburri and Ian Murdock discuss strategies
during installation

Postcards from the Pacific

Kathleen Robert and Natalie Bowes onboard the R/V Thompson
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NEPTUNE Canada Installation Preparations 
and Support 

As you know by now, this year had an ambitious 
and aggressive installation schedule to tackle and 
DMAS has been closely following the developments 
of the science and technical teams at the Marine 
Technology Centre (MTC) in their challenging task 
of preparing all the instrument platforms to be 
loaded on the installation vessels. A total of 12 
instrument platforms (including junction boxes or 
instrument adapters) and 75 scientific instruments 
were assembled and put through various phases 
of testing for the 2009 installation.

One of the preparation phases involved the DMAS 
quality assessment and quality control team: they 
performed the tedious job of verifying that every 
single instrument and junction box was working 
well and producing data which can be archived. 
The tests were repeated twice, once ‘dry’ and 
once ‘wet’ with the instrument platform immersed 
in a saltwater tank. Moreover, the Vertical Profiler 
System (VPS) and the crawler were also duly tested 
in the nearby Saanich Inlet. Kudos also go to the 
DMAS development team who put a lot of effort 
into solving the last software issues and dealing 
with many late instrument arrivals. Similarly the 
systems and operations team made numerous 
trips to the MTC or to the Esquimalt Graving 
Dock to verify, configure, verify again, transport 
equipment back and forth and generally make sure 
that all the bits and pieces of the infrastructure 
could communicate with NC.  Interested readers 
can visit http://dmas.uvic.ca/DeviceSearch to 
browse instruments, their location and countless 
other characteristics.

Data Management and Archive System (DMAS) 
Benoît Pirenne, Associate Director, Information Technology

While this summer is a busy one for the 
installation at sea, on land, a lot of support has 
to be provided, in particular at our Port Alberni 
shore station. Alcatel-Lucent has had two staff 
present permanently to support and follow the 
installation of the nodes. They are also responsible 
for the testing and commissioning of the entire 
infrastructure provided by ALSN. Similarly, the 
DMAS systems and operations staff have provided 
coverage and oversight at the shore station to 
support the installation and to watch Alcatel-
Lucent perform the tests. 

Software Developments

Two new software developments that will be very 
useful in different areas of the operation of the 
system are the ‘Junction Box Viewer’ and the ‘Dive 
Viewer’. 

The Junction Box Viewer is a web-based tool used 
to control and monitor the 14 OceanWorks junction 
boxes – key elements of the NEPTUNE Canada 
system. The web-based application allows for the 
simple management of a large number of devices, 
highlighting issues, making the information available 
to multiple users simultaneously. Control of the 10 
instrument ports on the junction box (JB) is clearly 
possible, as well as is the constant monitoring of the 
various parameters of each of the ports as well as 
the health and safety variables of the system itself.  
Although the JBs came with an application to control 
them, it was not capable of controlling more than a 
couple of junction boxes simultaneously, required a 
PC, and only allowed one user at a time to access the 
system which severely constrained the system.

Shane Kerschtien, DMAS staff about to switch off instruments at 
the Barkley Upper Slope site after an initial test.

ALSN staff Ludovic Le Roux & Hervé Alma in the control room of 
the shore station.
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The Dive Viewer is a web-based application 
which allows for a very powerful and comfortable 
interaction with ROPOS’s video, log, geographical, 
and depth information while diving. As shown by 
the image below, the user, after selecting one of the 
ROPOS dives is presented with a screen containing 
four parts: the video window, the log window, 
the map, and the depth profile. Each of these is 
interactive as mouse-click action will trigger the 
software to start playing the video relevant to 
ROPOS being at the user specified location (map), 
depth (profiler), or comment entry (log). This is 
extremely powerful as it allows a keyword search 
and it then immediately plays the video starting at 
that position in the file. The system was designed 
to allow viewing of dives even during the ROPOS 
operations, with only 5 minutes of delay with 
respect to real-time operations.  However, this 
is only possible when ROPOS is transmitting its 
video, in low-resolution, over a satellite link. 
Another essential advantage of the Dive Viewer is 
its ability to support a random number of viewers, 
anywhere in the world, looking at the same or 
different dive information. Try it for yourself at 
http://dmas.uvic.ca/DiveViewer. 

In order to protect NCs data from the disruptions 
and possible destruction caused by earthquakes, 
our data will be replicated to a distant site far 
away from risk-prone Victoria. 

In collaboration with WestGrid, the University 
of Saskatchewan (UofS), and CANARIE, Inc., we 
are setting up a fully redundant Data Centre in 
Saskatoon. Any new data from our instruments 
will be almost instantaneously replicated to UofS 
using a dedicated point-to-point lightpath provided 
by CANARIE, BCNet and SRNet. The storage is 
provided by WestGrid, and the UofS is hosting the 
servers that will provide access to the data. A ‘load 
balancing’ application will direct users to either 
the Victoria or Saskatoon Data Centres depending 
on the province of the user and the current load 
on the systems. This facility should come on-line 
in October 2009.

Oceans 2.0 Progress

The deployment of the HDTV camera, which was 
planned for May of this year did not succeed on 
its final attempt in early August. The camera 
is working fine, but the host system, the UVic 
Ocean Observatory Test Bed in Saanich Inlet, 
is experiencing teething problems. Options are 
being investigated to determine the way forward 
for a successful deployment and site location in 
the near future.

Other areas of Oceans 2.0 are making progress with 
new functionality being added to the environment. 
For example, a browser tool within the Oceans 
2.0 environment will allow for specific position 
checking within the NEPTUNE Canada underwater 
sites.

Data Backup in Saskatchewan

Another important component of infrastructure 
that is being arranged to support the operation of 
NEPTUNE Canada is the redundant Data Centre.  

A browser tool within the Oceans 2.0 environment allows anyone 
to check out the positions of the NC underwater sites.

Screen shot of the ‘Dive Viewer’ application in DMAS - a powerful, 
interative, multiuser, facility that has the potential to show past 

ROPOS dives
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NEPTUNE Canada – Engaging the Public

Ocean Discovery Centre in Sidney

Sidney B.C. is now home to an exciting new aquarium 
and marine education centre focusing on marine life 
and ecosystems in B.C.’s Georgia Basin (also known 
as the Salish Sea). The Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre 
opened its doors to an enthusiastic throng of visitors 
in August 2009.

Seventeen large aquarium habitats, holding 87 tons 
of seawater, offer visitors up-close views of wolf eels, 
sea cucumbers, rockfish, squid, anemones, jellyfish 
and even a Giant Pacific octopus. The centre also 
boasts a high-tech classroom with video, microscopes, 
live specimens and Internet links to seafloor video 
cameras. Around 8000 school students are expected 
to visit annually. 

For day-to-day operations, the Ocean Discovery 
Centre relies on contributions from 150 volunteers, 
ranging in age from 12 to 80, called Oceaneers. 
These people do everything from providing visitor 
information to feeding the octopus or working in the 
gift shop.

NEPTUNE Canada, VENUS, Ocean Networks Canada 
and the University of Victoria contributed an extensive 
temporary exhibit to the Ocean Discovery Centre. 
The installation, which consists of display panels, 
literature and a looping demo video, introduces our 
scientists, projects and programs. After a 4-month 
sojourn here, this installation will travel to other 
venues around the province and across Canada.

Leslie Elliott, project coordinator for NEPTUNE 
Canada worked with project scientist, Brian Bornhold 
and scientists from DFO, NRCan and Simon Fraser 
University to produce a comprehensive overview 
showing British Columbia’s west coast and the 
locations of earthquake and tsunami instrumentation 
on land and in the ocean, types of instrument used, 
and examples of scientists involved. Leslie spoke 
about the display and the NEPTUNE Canada project to 
an engaged group of community members, including 
former mayor, Gillian Trumper and town manager, 
Ken Watson. 

NEPTUNE Canada has its shore station in Port Alberni 
and has been working with the Port Alberni Maritime 
Heritage Society since 2006 in providing displays 
about the project for both the community and 
visitors.

Tsunami Centre in Port Alberni

On 17 July 2009 NEPTUNE Canada, with support from 
Ocean Networks Canada, contributed to a permanent 
Tsunami Centre in the Hutcheson Gallery at 2750 
Harbour Road, Port Alberni, BC. 

In 2008 Ken Hutcheson, Port Alberni Maritime 
Heritage Society President, approached NEPTUNE 
Canada to ask if it would contribute information on 
the science of tsunamis to complement a historical 
display, mounted by the Alberni Valley Museum, on 
the 1964 tsunami in Port Alberni. 

A young ocean enthusiast smiles through a glass bubble beneath 
one of the Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre’s new aquaria

http://www.alberniheritage.comhttp://www.oceandiscovery.ca/

Ken Hutcheson and Leslie Elliott speak at the 
Tsunami Centre in Port Alberni
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ONC/ONCCEE Gear Up New Programs….
by Martin Taylor, President & CEO, Ocean Networks Canada

The roll-out continues apace of the new federal centre 
of excellence in commercialization and research – the 
Ocean Networks Canada Centre for Enterprise and 
Engagement (ONCCEE). Scott McLean, previously 
VP R&D with Satlantic in Halifax, joined ONC as the 
senior business development officer and ONCCEE 
Director on 1 July 2009. Janelle Uyeno has also 
joined the team as Scott’s administrative assistant. 
The search has almost concluded for the ONCCEE 
Manager of Communication and Engagement with 
two other portfolio managers to be appointed by the 
end of the year. Initial assessments of technology 
development opportunities for ONCCEE in the target 
areas of sensors and instruments, ocean observing 
system technologies, and oceans ICT have uncovered 
good prospects in partnership with various marine 
S&T companies, building on the strong collaborations 
previously built through the VENUS and NEPTUNE 
Canada programs. An updated corporate plan for 
ONCCEE has been recently submitted to the CECR 
secretariat in Ottawa.

At its June meeting, the ONC Board approved the 
creation of an ONC Public Policy Advisory Committee 
which will be chaired by Peter Harrison, member of 
the ONC Board of Directors and Director of the School 
of Public Policy at Queen’s University. The formation 
of this committee aligns with ONC’s strategic plan 
which has Informing Evidence-based Public Policy 
as one of its five major objectives. Work is already 
underway, in consultation with federal and provincial 
departments and agencies, to identify the short and 

longer term points of connection for knowledge 
translation from the ONC programs to priority issues 
on the national and provincial ocean policy agendas. 
The principal areas for research-policy linkages 
include: hazard mitigation, ocean-climate dynamics, 
healthy ocean ecosystems, resource assessment 
and sovereignty and security. In concert with the 
recently released federal Northern Strategy, and the 
2008 report from the Council of Canadian Academies 
(Vision for the Canadian Arctic Research Initiative), 
opportunities for deploying ocean observing systems 
in the Arctic are also being explored with ONC 
partners, recognizing the scientific and strategic 
importance of the Arctic environment.     

Martin Taylor has been invited to present a paper in 
an oceans session at the prestigious annual Science 
and Technology in Society meeting in Kyoto, Japan 
in early October. This provides an opportunity to give 
additional profile and visibility to the ONC programs 
in a forum which attracts high level international 
representation from the research, government, and 
private sectors. Later in October he will participate in 
the meetings of the Consortium of Ocean Leadership 
(COL) in Washington. COL has governance and 
management responsibility for the NSF Ocean 
Observing Initiative (OOI) which is closely linked 
to the NEPTUNE Canada program. The meeting 
will provide an opportunity to finalize the new 
collaborative agreement between ONC and COL. All 
in all, it’s an exciting time at ONC as new initiatives 
and opportunities unfold.

Scott McLean beside a NEPTUNE Canada TRF 
at the launch event 3 July 2009
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NEPTUNE Canada
University of Victoria
Victoria BC  V8W 2Y2 
Phone: (250) 472.5400
Fax: (250) 472.5370
E-mail: neptune@uvic.ca

www.neptunecanada.ca

Sustained Ocean Observations will become a 
reality! 

The transformative science network contained within 
the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) is officially 
under construction (http://www.oceanleadership.
org/2009/ocean-observatories-initiative-receives-
award)! After many years of planning and preparation, 
along with enormous investments of energy by 
hundreds of ocean scientists, it is wonderful to report 
that the OOI has moved beyond the concept phase, 
beyond the planning phase, and into the Build It 
phase!  As explained within the OOI website (http://
ooi.oceanleadership.org), the sensors on the system 
will provide data to address a multitude of important 
science and societal questions, including those 
centering around climate change, ecosystem health, 
ocean acidification and carbon cycling.
 
The OOI infrastructure is being built with support 
from the National Science Foundation, under 
the Major Research Equipment and Facilities 
Construction (MREFC) funding stream, which includes 
$105,930,000 in first year funds from the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.  We have just begun 
the first official project year (September 2009) and 
will continue construction through 2014.  We expect 
some portions of the network to provide sustained 
data by late 2012, with full network capability by late 
2014.   Many additional details are available in the 
web pages and links at http://ooi.oceanleadership.
org, and more details will follow as construction 
progresses over the next several months.
 
Although the OOI Project Team is building the system, 
the sustained data streams and data products of the 
OOI will not belong to the OOI Project Team, they 
will belong to you, whether you are a scientist, a 
student, an educator, or an interested citizen.  Learn 
how to get involved as the system takes shape over 
the next few years!

Paths to Involvement

Please note the dates of the first OOI science 
workshop (http://ooi.oceanleadership.org) to be 
held in Baltimore, MD, on 11-12 November 2009.  In 
addition, we will be hosting major discussions at the 
AGU Annual Meeting in San Francisco in December and 
the Ocean Sciences meeting in Portland in February. 
Another science workshop will follow in the spring of 
2010.  At each workshop and meeting we will provide 
overviews of the OOI capabilities for addressing 
science questions, describe the opportunities for 
involvement, and discuss the process for submitting 
proposals to conduct research within the OOI 
framework.   Please join us!

US Ocean Observatories Initiative 
by Tim Cowles, Ocean Leadership Vice President and OOI Program Director

Ocean Observatories Initiative


